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A Tabu Arti�ial Bee Colony Algorithm for E�etive Forwarding PowerAdjustment in Wireless Sensor NetworksHoyung Leey, Hidehiro Nakanoy, and Arata MiyauhiyyTokyo City University1-28-1, Tamazutsumi, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo, 158-8557 JapanEmail: yflee, nakano, miyauhig�i.s.tu.a.jpAbstrat�This paper presents a method to �nd multi-ple forwarding power value sets for query dissemination inwireless sensor networks (WSNs). InWSNs, the query dis-semination from a sink node to all wireless sensor nodesis required to ontrol the wireless sensor nodes. In orderto save total energy onsumption in WSNs, it is neededthat the number of forwarding nodes for the query dissem-ination and their forwarding power values are minimized.Also, in order to balane the loads of eah wireless sensornode, multiple forwarding power value sets should be ob-tained. For the problem, a method to use a Tabu Arti�ialBee Colony algorithm is proposed. As ompared with theonventional methods, the proposed method is appliableto larger-sale WSNs. In the numerial simulations, thee�etiveness of the proposed method is veri�ed.1. IntrodutionThere is growing expetation for Wireless Sensor Net-works (WSNs) as a means of realizing various appliations,suh as natural environmentalmonitoring and environmen-tal ontrol in residential spaes or fatories[1℄. In WSNs,hundreds or thousands of miro-sensor nodes are deployedin a large sale observation area and sensor information ofeah node is gathered to sink nodes by inter-node wirelessommuniation. Eah sensor node onsists of a sensingfuntion to measure the status (temperature, humidity, mo-tion, et.) of an observation point or objet, a limited fun-tion on information proessing, and a simpli�ed wirelessommuniation funtion, and generally operates on a re-soure of a limited power-supply apaity suh as a bat-tery. Therefore, to realize long-term operation of WSNs,it is neessary to gather sensor information eÆiently bysaving node power onsumption.In WSNs, �ooding is required for the dissemination ofqueries or event announements. However, the original�ooding auses the overlap problems. In the original �ood-ing, generally, all sensor nodes reeiving a broadast mes-sage forward it to their neighbors by the full forwardingpower, resulting in a lot of ollisions and dupliate mes-sages. For dense WSNs, the impat aused by the origi-nal �ooding may be overwhelming. So, the original �ood-ing may result in the redued network lifetime. How-ever, in many ases of WSNs, all sensor nodes do not al-

ways have to forward reeption message. As a methodof solving this problem, the seleting methods of forward-ing nodes (FNs) for the dissemination of queries or eventannounements have been studied to prolong the lifetimeof WSNs[2℄-[3℄. These studies assume that the forward-ing nodes forward reeption message by full forwardingpower. However, in many ases of WSNs, eah FN doesnot have to do it. To realize the e�etive �ooding, anew query dissemination methods based on the Compet-itive Partile Swarm Optimization(CPSO)[4℄ and the ad-vaned Partile Swarm Optimization algorithm omput-ing Plural Aeptable Solutions(PSO-PAS)[5℄, whih de-tets plural aeptable solutions on the forwarding powerof eah sensor node, have been proposed. Obtaining plu-ral aeptable solutions an ontribute to �exible operationto WSNs, and an operate WSNs e�etively for a longtime[6℄-[7℄. However, in CPSO and PSO-PAS, it is diÆ-ult to searh deeply for eah solution if a large number ofsensor nodes exist in WSNs. In reent years, the Arti�ialBee Colony (ABC) method[8℄-[10℄ whih is e�etive forhigh-dimensional problems has been proposed. However,ABC an't �nd plural di�erent aeptable solutions.In this paper, we propose a method for forwarding poweradjustment using the TabuABC (TABC) that an eÆiently�nd plural di�erent aeptable solutions. As omparedwith the onventional methods, the proposed method is ap-pliable to larger-sale WSNs. In the numerial simula-tions, the e�etiveness of the proposed method is veri�ed.2. Forwarding Node Seletion in WSNsIn WSNs, sensor nodes and a sink node are set up inan observation area. Eah sensor node has a spei� radiorange, and transmits sensor information to the sink node bymulti-hop wireless ommuniations between sensor nodeswhih exist within the radio range to eah other. In WSNs,�ooding is required for the dissemination of queries andevent announements. In the original �ooding, eah sen-sor node reeiving a broadast message forwards it to itsneighbors, resulting in a lot of ollisions and dupliate mes-sage. There have been the methods to selet FNs to prolonglifetime of WSNs. In these methods, as the seleted FNsreeive a broadast message, the FNs forward it to theirneighbors by full forwarding power. The other nodes only
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reeive a broadast message, and do not forward it. Also,by obtaining plural FN sets and swithing them dynami-ally, load balaning of eah sensor node an be realized.However, in many ases of WSNs, eah FN does not haveto forward reeptionmessage by the full forwarding power.Therefore, we disuss in this study a method of forward-ing power adjustment of eah node for adaptive and eÆ-ient query dissemination, whih is appliable to larger-sale WSNs.In this study, general WSNs onsisting of stati sensornodes with Global Positioning System (GPS) plaed in anobservation area are assumed. At the initial stage of thenetwork, the sink node requests the loation informationfrom every sensor node by broadasting a Loation Dis-overy Message (LDM). Eah sensor node reeiving thisLDM sends a Loation Response Message (LRM) to thesink node. The sink node an grasp the loation informa-tion of eah sensor node from the gathered LRMs.3. Arti�ial Bee Colony (ABC)3.1. Original ABCThe Arti�ial Bee Colony (ABC)[8℄-[10℄ is a reentlyproposed metaheuristi algorithm that simulates the forag-ing behavior of a bee olony. In ABC algorithm, arti�ialbees explore the area around the food soure (solution). Aolony size is the total number of the employed bees andonlooker bees. The number of food soures is equal to thenumber of employed bees. The ABC algorithm onsists ofthe following three phases.(1) Employed Bees PhaseEah employed bee is assoiated to one of food souresand tries to renew the food soure by the following equa-tion. vkid = xkid + � � (xkid � xkmd) (1)where v is a andidate point to be renewed, x is the posi-tion of the food soure, i (i = 1�N) and m (m = 1�N;m,i)are the indexes of food soures, k is the number of itera-tions, � is the uniform random numbers for [�1; 1℄ and d(d = 1�D) is the index of design variable seleted by uni-form random numbers. If an evaluation value of a seletedandidate point is better than that of the food soure, thenthe position of the food soure is replaed to the andidatepoint. In addition, ounter value s is updated as follows.si = ( si + 1 i f f (vki ) � f (xki )0 i f f (vki ) < f (xki ) (2)where f (�) is an objetive funtion to be minimized.

(2) Onlooker Bees PhaseThe �tness ( f itki ) of eah food soure (xki ) is alulatedby the following equation.f itki = 8><>: 11+ f (xki ) i f f (xki ) � 01 + abs( f (xki )) i f f (xki ) < 0 (3)It is used in omputing the probability of the relative valueof eah food soure (Pki ) by the following equation.Pki = f itkiPNn=1 f itkn (4)By Equation (1), onlooker bees will then searh for a foodsoure that is seleted by roulette seletion based on theprobability Pki .(3) Sout PhaseIn the above searh for a solution, if si is greater thanor equal to the limit value lv, the food soure (xi) will bereloated at a random point within the searh spae.3.2. Proposed Method: Tabu ABCIn this study, a new query dissemination method basedon the Tabu Arti�ial Bee Colony(TABC), whih an de-tet plural aeptable solutions, is proposed. In the originalABC, a food soure in whih the ounter value ahievesthe limit value is reloated randomly by the sout. In or-der to obtain plural aeptable solutions, the loation ofsuh a food soure is memorized before it is disarded. InTABC, the position of the food soure with better obje-tive funtion value is memorized. The other food soure isreloated as same as the sout phase in the original ABC.However, there is a possibility that the same solutions arememorized. Therefore, the position of the Tabu range isreated as shown in Fig.1. Thereafter, using the PartileSwarm Optimization (PSO[11℄) within the Tabu range, lo-al searh is performed. Then the loal optimum solutionwithin the Tabu range is �nally obtained by PSO. At thattime, the Tabu range is also hanged to the position ob-tained by PSO. If there are other food soures within theTabu range, they are reloated randomly by the sout. Inaddition, if the andidate point of the food soures thatontains within the Tabu range, it is not used in updatingthe position of the food soure. Repeating in this mannerTABC will be able to obtain plural solutions.
Figure 1: The Tabu range
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4. Forwarding Power AdjustmentUsing TABC and CPSO, plural adjustment solutions onthe forwarding power of eah sensor node are searhed. Inthis study, the variable in the forwarding power of eah sen-sor node is desribed as follows:x = (ET (d1); ET (d2); � � � ; ET (dntotal))T (5)where ET (di) is the forwarding power of sensor node i, d isthe radio range, and ntotal represents the number of all sen-sor nodes that onstruts WSN. The forwarding power ofeah sensor node is represented by an energy onsumptionmodel presented in Ref.[12℄. To ompute plural aeptablesolutions on the forwarding power of eah sensor node fordisseminating query or event announement to all sensornodes in WSN and to minimize total energy onsumptionon the WSN, the objetive funtion is designed as follows:f (x) = S �(ntotal�nreeive )nXi=1 ET (di) (6)where nreeive represents the number of sensor nodes thatreeived query or event announement.5. Experiment5.1. Experiment EnvironmentThrough numerial experiments, the performane of theproposed method is investigated. In order to on�rm ef-fetiveness of the proposed method, three methods, TABC,CPSO and ABC are applied to a forwarding power adjust-ment, and the solving performanes are ompared. Theseare evaluated by the average values of the objetive fun-tion (6) for 10 trials. The onditions in WSNs are shownin Table 1 and the parameters of the proposed method areshown in Table 2. In the table, the parameters of the PSOfor loal searh in the Tabu range is referring to Ref.[6℄.The parameters of the original ABC are set to the samevalues as shown in Table 2. Also, the parameters of CPSOis referring to Ref.[6℄ and shown in Table 3. Sensor nodesare randomly deployed in the observation area. Simulationmodel for a WSN is shown in Fig.2. Also, one of optimumsolutions in the ase where the radio range of eah sensornode is set to 150m is shown in this �gure. In this ase,total forwarding power value is 6.864mJ.Table 1: Conditions in WSNsParameter valueArea Size 500(m) � 500(m)Number of sensor node 400Radio range 150(m)Total number of iterations 30000Weight parameter S 1.5Tabu and priority searh range r 400

Table 2: Parameters in proposed methodParameter valueColony size s 300Employed bees eb s � 50%Onlooker bees ob s � 50%Limit value lv 4000Top rate 0.05%Iterations of the PSO searh ips 1000Inertia oeÆient w 0.8Weight oeÆient 1 2.0Weight oeÆient 2 0.8Swarm's size p 200Table 3: Parameters in CPSOParameter valueInertia oeÆient w 0.8Weight oeÆient 1 2.0Weight oeÆient 2 0.8No. of group ng 3Swarm's size p ng �1005.2. Experimental ResultForwarding patterns of all sensor nodes omputed by us-ing the proposed method are shown in Fig.3. In the �gure,the irles represent the radio range. The average numberof iterations in obtaining 3 solutions is 34035.8 + 1000 �3. Table 4 shows total energy onsumption on query trans-mission of all sensor nodes that onstrut WSN. TABC andABC have better performanes than the forwarding patternshown in Fig.2. In TABC, it is possible to �nd plural a-eptable solutions. Meanwhile, in ABC all the food souresonverge to a single solution and it is not possible to searhother solutions. Therefore, ABC will not be able to obtainplural forwarding patterns to prolong the lifetime ofWSNs.Comparing TABC and CPSO, qualities of eah solution inTABC an be better than those in CPSO. In addition, evenif loal searh by PSO is not performed, TABC has betterperformane than CPSO. This means that TABC an searhsolutions more deeply than CPSO. This reason is whyABChas better performanes for higher-dimensional problemsthan PSO[9℄. In TABC, the basi searh algorithm of ABCis not hanged. Therefore, plural aeptable solutions anbe obtainedwithout losing the searh performane of ABC.However, the loation memorized by sout may not be theloal optimal solution. Therefore, the PSO to explore theloal optimal solution within the Tabu range an improvethe qualities of eah solution. As shown in Table 4, theTABC with PSO loal searh has the best performane inall the methods. Therefore, the proposed method an oper-ate WSNs more e�etively than the onventional methods.Figure 4 shows the average forwarding power of eah sen-sor node in TABC with PSO loal Searh, CPSO and ABC.The �gure shows that TABC an redue the loads of eahsensor node.
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Figure 2: A simulation model (a) 1st solution (b) 2nd solution () 3rd solutionFigure 3: Forwarding patterns for TABCTable 4: Total energy onsumption in eah method(r=300)Method TotalenergyonsumptionBest Ave: WorstTABC S olution1 6.186mJ 6.293mJ 6.385mJwith PSO S olution2 6.264mJ 6.353mJ 6.410mJloal searh S olution3 6.371mJ 6.403mJ 6.461mJTABC S olution1 6.217mJ 6.338mJ 6.449mJwithout PSO S olution2 6.297mJ 6.401mJ 6.458mJloal searh S olution3 6.396mJ 6.455mJ 6.513mJCPSO S olution1 6.200mJ 6.456mJ 6.681mJS olution2 6.344mJ 6.616mJ 6.796mJS olution3 6.372mJ 6.797mJ 7.129mJABC S olution1 6.288mJ 6.336mJ 6.363mJ6. ConlusionsWe have disussed a method of forwarding power adjust-ment e�etively to operate to Wireless Sensor Networks(WSNs). For the e�etive searh of forwarding power ad-justment, this paper has proposed a method using a TabuABC for �nding plural aeptable solutions. For prolong-ing lifetime ofWSNs, it is important to provide several an-didates of forwarding node sets. In the simulation experi-ment, the e�etiveness of the proposed method has beenveri�ed by omparing with the onventional method. Theresults show that the proposed method an operate WSNsmore e�etively than the onventional methods.Referenes[1℄ I. Akyildiz, W. Su, Y. Sankarasubramaniam &E. Cayiri, Computer Networks Journal, 38, 4, 393-422, 2002.[2℄ J. Nagashima, A. Utani & H. Yamamoto, Pro. ICICE-L, 3, 3(B), 833-840, 2009.[3℄ T. Sasaki, H. Nakano, A. Utani, A. Miyauhi &H.Yamamoto, Pro. URAI, 503-506, 2010.[4℄ Y. Taguhi, Y. Kanamori, H. Nakano, A. Utani,

Figure 4: Average forwarding power of eah sensor nodeA. Miyauhi & H. Yamamoto, Pro. CEC, 102-107,2010.[5℄ A. Kumamoto, A. Utani & H. Yamamoto, Int. J. Inno-vation Computing, Information and Control, 5, 11(B),4383-4392, 2009.[6℄ Y.Kanamori, H.Nakano, A.Utani, A.Miyauhi, andH.Yamamoto, Pro. NOLTA, pp. 503-506, 2011[7℄ J. Nagashima & A. Utani, Pro. URAI, 511-514,2010.[8℄ D.Karaboga, Teh. Rep. TR-06, Eriyes University ,Engineering Faulty , Computer Engineering Depart-ment, 2005.[9℄ D.Karaboga and B.Basturk. J. Global Optim, Vol. 39,pp. 459.471, 2007.[10℄ D.Karaboga and B.Basturk. Appl. Soft Comput., Vol.8, pp. 687.697, 2008.[11℄ J. Kennedy & R. C. Eberhart, Pro. ICNN, 1942-1948, 1995.[12℄ W. R. Heinzelman, A. Chandrakasan, & H. Balakr-ishnan, Pro. 33th HICSS, 3005-3014, 2000.
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